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1 IntrodutionWe onsider the linear advetion-di�usion operatorL := �"�+  � r; (1)and the related p.d.e. problem(Lu = f in 
u = 0 on �
; (2)where the unknown u is a real funtion de�ned on a bounded polygonaldomain 
 2 RN and f 2 L2(
) is the soure term. We take the di�usionoeÆient " stritly positive and, for the moment, the advetion veloity in RN (we shall generalize this last hypothesis in the following).It is well known that standard numerial methods (like entral �nite dif-ferene or standard Galerkin �nite element methods) are not adequate whenthe quantity "=jj is small ompared to the disretization step size, sine thenumerial solutions exhibit unphysial osillatory behavior.The residual-free bubbles (RFB) approah for problem (2), proposed byBrezzi and Russo in [5℄, is in some sense di�erent from the usual stabilizedmethods suh as arti�ial di�usion or SUPG (see [6℄). Following the abstratpoint of view of [3℄, we write the Galerkin variational formulation for (2)without a stabilizing term(Find uRFB 2 Vh suh thata (uRFB; v) = (f; v) 8v 2 Vh; (3)where (�; �) denotes the usual L2(
) salar produt anda(w; v) := "(rw;rv) + ( � rw; v);atually the RFB method is founded only on an unusual approximating spaeVh: let fThgh be a family of partitions of 
 into open N -simplies (termedas elements) and k be a positive integer; we set:Vh � V kh (Th;
) := ( v 2 H10 (
) : v is polynomial of degree � kon eah (N � 1)-fae of elements in Th ) : (4)The formulation (3){(4) annot be used in order to obtain a numerialsheme, beause the spae Vh is of in�nite dimension. In fat the �nal algo-rithm does not ompute the whole solution. Let us suppose, for the moment,that k � 2; then we an split Vh into the diret sum of the two subspaes Whand Bh, Vh = Wh �Bh; (5)1



where Wh is the usual �nite element spaeWh � W kh (Th;
) := ( v 2 H10 (
) : v is polynomialof degree � k on eah element in Th) ; (6)and Bh ontains generi funtions on�ned to the interior of the elementsBh := MT2ThH10 (T ):Consequently the solution uRFB of (3) admits a unique deomposition into thesum of the k-order pieewise polynomial part uk 2 Wh and the bubble partub 2 Bh uRFB = uk � ub: (7)Note that uk is the usual nodal interpolant of uRFB, and we may think of uk asrepresenting the global part of the RFB approximation, while ub reets theloal behavior whih an be negleted without a signi�ant loss of auray.In fat the numerial proedure based on the RFB approximation omputesthe uk part only. Observe that using the splitting (5) into (3) we geta (uk; vk) + a (ub; vk) = (f; vk) 8vk 2 Wh; (8)a (uk; vb) + a (ub; vb) = (f; vb) 8vb 2 Bh: (9)Then (8) is the problem we solve on a omputer, one the loal e�et repre-sented in (8) by a (ub; vk) is written as a funtion of uk and f . This last stepis made using (9), whih is equivalent in eah element T 2 Th to(Lub = f � Luk in Tub = 0 on �T: (10)We leave the details of the implementation and refer the interested readerto [5℄, [2℄ and [11℄ for the ase k = 1, [14℄ and [16℄ for the ase k = 2. Thegeneral framework is presented in [3℄.Brezzi et al. proved in [4℄ an a priori error estimate for the uk part whenk = 1. Then in [3℄ Brezzi, Marini and S�uli derived the a priori error estimatefor uRFB, using quite an original tehnique. This error analysis was extendedand loalized in [15℄.The aim of this paper is the a posteriori error analysis of the RFB method.We derive error bounds on the L2-norm and the energy norm of the error, andon the H�1-norm of the error in the advetive ux in terms of the numerialresidual. These kinds of estimates are losely related to the onstrutionof an adaptive proedure, whih allows to ahieve a desired auray withan iterated re�nement (or de-re�nement) of the mesh. With this in mindand sine we an ompute numerially only the uk part of the RFB solution,we have intentionally dealt with the assoiated error u� uk and its residual(i.e. f � Luk on the interior of the elements and the jump of the di�usive2



ux of uk aross the boundary of elements). An aspet of our analysis is theintrodution of a robust estimator, in the sense that the a posteriori estimatoris equivalent to a partiular norm of the error (a proper ombination ofthe terms mentioned before). From the pratial point of view this meansthat one ould use this estimator to onstrut an optimal mesh in order toreah the presribed auray with respet to that partiular norm; from thetheoretial point of view this last result provides an insight into the strutureof the estimator. This analysis will be extended in a forthoming paper ([17℄)to di�erent stabilizing tehniques, suh as SUPG.Our proofs make use of the duality tehnique introdued in the ontextof advetive-di�usive problems by Johnson (see e.g. [10℄). Among the morereent works on this subjet the ones of S�uli, Rannaher and Houston (inpartiular [12℄) and Verf�urth (see [20℄) have inspired the present paper.This is, as far as we know, the �rst attempt to develop the a posteriori er-ror analysis of the RFB method. In Setion 2 we introdue the notations andrewrite (8) in a form that is more onvenient from the point of our analysisin the ase of k > 2. The fundamental tools are the approximation resultspresented in Setion 3. In Setion 4 we prove the a posteriori error estimatesand the optimality result mentioned above. Finally, in the Appendix, weprove some estimates we need in this work.2 The RFB disretizationGiven an open subset ! of 
, we denote by L2(!) = H0(!), H1(!), : : : ,Hm(!); m 2 N the usual Sobolev spaes equipped with the standard normsk � kL2(!), k � kHm(!) and seminorms j � jHm(!); H10 (!) is the spae of funtionsontained in H1(!) with zero trae on �!, equipped with the norm j � jH1(!);�nally H�1(!) denotes the dual spae of H10 (!) equipped with the dual normk�kH�1(!). The standard notation (�; �)! is used for the salar produt in L2(!)and we simply denote (�; �)
 by (�; �). We follow similar notations when thedomain is an (N � 1)-dimensional pieewise regular manifold: for exampleL2(�!) is the spae of square integrable funtions de�ned on the boundary of!, equipped with the salar produt (�; �)�! and the related norm k � kL2(�!).See [7℄ for further details.In the sequel C will denote a generi stritly positive onstant whosevalue, possibly di�erent at any ourrene, does not depend on ", f , h or theparameter Æ appearing in the Appendix: in fat we allow C to depend onlyon the advetion �eld . Moreover we adopt the notational onventiona � b () a � Cb;a ' b () a � b and b � a:The family of partitions fThgh must satisfy the onditions:1. admissibility : any two elements either have disjoint losure or share aomplete n-fae, with 1 � n � N � 1,3



2. shape regularity : 8T 2 Th hT�T � 1;where hT and �T are the diameter of T and the diameter of the largestball insribed in T .We now onsider the di�erential operator L de�ned in (1). This is a sin-gularly perturbed operator with respet to ". We assume that the advetion�eld  : 
 7! RN obeys the following regularity onditions:( 9� : 
 7! R smooth: � r� � 2 in 
; (11)and div() = 0 in 
: (12)Note that (11) is atually equivalent to the hypothesis that any harateristiline of  leaves the domain 
 in �nite time (see [9℄ and [13℄ for details aboutharateristis and their geometri properties). By (12) the formal adjointof L is L� = �"��  � r:We assume moreover that f and eah omponent of  are pieewise polyno-mial (of bounded order) on eah Th.In the sequel we denote by [ruRFB �n℄ the jump of the normal derivative ofuRFB aross the internal boundary of elements in the normal diretion: givena pair of elements T� and T+ having the (N � 1)-fae E := �T� \ �T+ inommon, and denoting by n the unit normal vetor de�ned on E and diretedfrom T� to T+, we set[ruRFB � n℄ := ((ruRFB � n)+ � (ruRFB � n)�) on E; (13)where (�)� and (�)+ denote the trae operators on E de�ned for funtions onT� and T+, respetively. Note that de�nition (13) does not depend on theorder of T� and T+.Our aim is to develop the a posteriori analysis for a generi, but �xed,order k. In the ase k > 2 there are more diÆulties in the derivation of asheme for uk sine the way skethed in the introdution is no longer e�etive.Atually the de�nition of uk itself poses some diÆulties sine Wh, the spaeontaining the part we ompute in pratie, and Bh, the spae ontaining theloal details we want to disharge, have non empty intersetion: the reasonis that, when k > 2, the funtions in Wh have degrees of freedom loated inthe interior of elements. In general, instead of (5), we haveVh = Wh +Bh;4



and, in order to obtain a numerial proedure to ompute a �nite-dimensionalpart of uRFB belonging to Wh, we have to hoose a riterion to make thedeomposition unique. This involves a reformulation of (8){(10): it is nota trivial task at all, and at the moment we do not know any result on thesubjet.Fortunately these diÆulties do not a�et our analysis. Remember that,from (2) and (3) we infer the Galerkin orthogonality propertya(u� uRFB; v) = 0 8v 2 Vh: (14)Now suppose we write uRFB = uk+ ub in any possible way, with uk 2 Wh andub 2 Bh; then we have from (14), integrating by parts element-wise,a(u; v)� a(uk; v)� XT2Th(ub;L�v)T = 0 8v 2 Vh; (15)note that the boundary terms arising in the integration by parts are equal tozero beause ub has zero trae on eah �T ; in order to make zero the thirdterm appearing in (15) we onsider test funtions belonging tofWh � fW kh (Th;
) := fv 2 Vh : L�v = 0 in eah element T 2 Thg : (16)The following proposition summarizes our observations.Proposition 1. Let u and uRFB be solutions of (2) and (3) respetively; letuk 2 Wh with uRFB � uk 2 Bh. Thena(u� uk; v) = 0 8v 2 fWh: (17)This is all we need in the following error analysis: it does not matter howuk is de�ned, provided that the di�erene uk � uRFB belongs to Bh. This isnot a paradox: if we have a bad proedure to manage the degree of freedomof uk in the interior of the elements we will get a large error u� uk, and thenumerial residual will be large too.3 Approximation in Wh and fWhIn this setion we introdue the operators �h and e�h, de�ned on H10 (
)with values in Wh and fWh respetively. The �rst one is the usual quasi-interpolation operator (see [8℄ or [19℄): for any funtion v 2 H10 (
) and forany element T 2 Th, denoting by N (T ) the losure of the union of elementsin Th having at least a vertex in ommon with T , we havekv � �hvkL2(T ) � kvkL2(N (T )); (18)jv � �hvjH1(T ) � jvjH1(N (T )); (19)kv � �hvkL2(T ) � hmT jvjHm(N (T )) 1 � m � k + 1; (20)kv � �hvkL2(�T ) � hm�1=2T jvjHm(N (T )) 1 � m � k + 1: (21)5



Moreover, using a standard interpolation inequality (see for example [20℄)and (18){(20), we get the estimatekv � �hvk2L2(�T ) � kv � �hvkL2(T )jv � �hvjH1(T )+ h�1T kv � �hvk2L2(T )� kvkL2(N (T ))jvjH1(N (T )): (22)Then we de�ne e�hv as the unique funtion in fWh whih oinides with�hv on the element boundaries �T; 8T 2 Th; the next proposition states theapproximation estimates we need in the sequel.Proposition 2. Let T be an element of Th and let v be a funtion de�nedon 
. Thenkv � e�hvkL2(T ) � kvkL2(N (T )); (23)kv � e�hvkL2(T ) � hT jvjH1(N (T )); (24)kv � e�hvkL2(T ) � h2T jvjH2(N (T )) + "�1h2T jvjH1(N (T )); (25)kv � e�hvkL2(�T ) � kvkL2(N (T ))jvjH1(N (T )); (26)kv � e�hvkL2(�T ) � hm�1=2T jvjHm(N (T )) 1 � m � k + 1: (27)Proof. The last two estimates (26) and (27) are obvious repetitions of (21)and (22).Using the triangle inequality we splitkv � e�hvkL2(T ) � kv � �hvkL2(T ) + k�hv � e�hvkL2(T )� I + II:Observe, from (18) and (20), that the term I agrees with our estimates (23)-(25). It remains to bound II. For this purpose we use the stability estimatesproved in the Appendix. Note that in eah T 2 ThL�(�hv � e�hv) = L�(�hv):From (55) applied in the element T we havemax�h�1T ; "h�2T 	 � II � kL�(�hv)kL2(T ): (28)Using inverse inequalities and (18) we getkL�(�hv)kL2(T ) � "j�hvjH2(T ) + j�hvjH1(T )� �"h�2T + h�1T � k�hvkL2(T )� max�h�1T ; "h�2T 	 kvkL2(N (T ));then, substituting in (28), we getII � kvkL2(N (T ));6



and (23) is proved. In the same way we have, using (19)kL�(�hv)kL2(T ) � hT max�h�1T ; "h�2T 	 jvjH1(N (T ));and so II � hT jvjH1(N (T ));whih proves (24). FinallykL�(�hv)kL2(T ) � "j�hvjH2(T ) + j�hvjH1(T );hene II � h2T jvjH2(N (T )) + "�1h2T jvjH1(N (T ));so (25) follows.4 A posteriori error estimateThe following theorems ontain our fundamental error estimates.Theorem 1. Assume (11) and (12) hold true; let u be the solution of (2)and let uk be as in Proposition 1. Set�T := minf1; "�1=2hTg:Then ku� ukk2L2(
) � XT2Th��2Tkf + "�uk �  � rukk2L2(T )+ "�1=2�Tk"[ruk � n℄k2L2(�T\
)�: (29)Proof. Let � be an arbitrary funtion in L2(
), with k�kL2(
) = 1. Let z bethe solution of the dual b.v.p.�L�z = � in 
z = 0 on �
:Integration by parts on 
 and (17) yield(u� uk; �) = (u� uk;L�z)= a(u� uk; z)= a(u� uk; z � e�hz): (30)One more integration by parts, this time element-wise, givesa(u� uk; z � e�hz) = XT2Th(f + "�uk �  � ruk; z � e�hz)T+ 12 XT2Th("[ruk � n℄; z � e�hz)�T\
= I + II: (31)
7



Using the Cauhy-Shwarz inequality twie we obtainI � XT2Th kf + "�uk �  � rukkL2(T )kz � e�hzkL2(T )�  XT2Th �2Tkf + "�uk �  � rukk2L2(T )!1=2
� XT2Th ��2T kz � e�hzk2L2(T )!1=2 : (32)

Using now estimates (23), (24), (55) and the shape regularity of fThgh weget  XT2Th ��2T kz � e�hzk2L2(T )!1=2
�  XT2Th "jzj2H1(N (T )) + kzk2L2(N (T ))!1=2� "1=2jzjH1(
) + kzkL2(
)� k�kL2(
)= 1:

(33)
We proeed in a similar way for II; from the Cauhy-Shwarz inequalityII � XT2Th k"[ruk � n℄kL2(�T\
)kz � e�hzkL2(�T\
)�  XT2Th "�1=2�Tk"[ruk � n℄k2L2(�T\
)!1=2

� XT2Th "1=2��1T kz � e�hzk2L2(�T\
)!1=2 ; (34)
and from (26){(27) and (55) XT2Th "1=2��1T kz � e�hzk2L2(�T\
)!1=2

�  XT2Th "jzj2H1(N (T )) + "1=2jzjH1(N (T ))kzkL2(N (T ))!1=2� "1=2jzjH1(
) + kzkL2(
)� k�kL2(
)= 1:
(35)

In onlusion (29) follows from (30){(35), by the arbitrarity of �.8



Theorem 2. With the same hypotheses and notations of Theorem 1 we have"ju� ukj2H1(
) � XT2Th��2Tkf + "�uk �  � rukk2L2(T )+ "�1=2�Tk"[ruk � n℄k2L2(�T\
)�: (36)Proof. Integrating by parts,"1=2ju� ukjH1(
) = sup(u� uk;�"��);where the sup is taken on the set of all smooth funtions � whih are nullon the boundary and verify "1=2j�jH1(
) = 1. Given an arbitrary � satisfyingthese onditions, we de�ne z as the solution of�L�z = �"�� in 
z = 0 on �
:The proof is the same of Theorem 1, with the only di�erene that now wehave, using (68), "1=2jzjH1(
) + kzkL2(
) � "1=2j�jH1(
) = 1:Indeed, following (31)-(35), we infer(u� uk;�"��) = a(u� uk; z � e�hz)= XT2Th(f + "�uk �  � ruk; z � e�hz)T+ 12 XT2Th("[ruk � n℄; z � e�hz)�T\
�  XT2Th �2Tkf + "�uk �  � rukk2L2(T )!1=2
+ XT2Th "�1=2�Tk"[ruk � n℄k2L2(�T\
)!1=2 ;

(37)
then (36) follows, by the arbitrarity of �.Theorem 3. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 1 and set�T := minfhT ; "�1h2Tg:Thenk � r(u� uk)k2H�1(
) � XT2Th��2Tkf + "�uk �  � rukk2L2(T )+ h�1T �2Tk"[ruk � n℄k2L2(�T\
)�: (38)9



Proof. In this ase we havek � r(u� uk)kH�1(
) = sup(u� uk;� � r�);the sup being omputed over all funtions � 2 H10 (
) with j�jH1(
) = 1.Given suh a funtion �, we de�ne now z as the solution of�L�z = � � r� in 
z = 0 on �
;and, as in (30)-(31), we obtain(u� uk;� � r�) = XT2Th(f + "�uk �  � ruk; z � e�hz)T+ 12 XT2Th("[ruk � n℄; z � e�hz)�T= I + II: (39)
Now z veri�es the stronger estimate (75):"jzjH2(
) + jzjH1(
) � j�jH1(
) = 1;so we obtain, using (24) and (25),I �  XT2Th �2Tkf + "�uk �  � rukk2L2(T )!1=2� XT2Th ��2T kz � e�hzk2L2(T )!1=2�  XT2Th �2Tkf + "�uk �  � rukk2L2(T )!1=2 ;and similarly, by (27)II �  XT2Th h�1=2�2Tk["ruk � n℄k2L2(�T\
)!1=2� XT2Th h1=2��2T kz � e�hzk2L2(�T\
)!1=2�  XT2Th h�1=2�2Tk["ruk � n℄k2L2(�T\
)!1=2 :For the arbitrarity of �, the estimate (38) follows.Now we fae the question of the optimality of the previous result, thatis we ask ourselves whether the two members of inequalities (29), (36) and10



(38) are atually equivalent or not. The answer is negative in every ases:this is not surprising beause the norms on the �rst member of (29), (36)and (38) an be related only to a part of the residual, but the remaining oneis \out of ontrol". This suggests to ombine the previous terms in orderto get an equivalene with the residual. In [20℄, for example, (29) and (36)are ombined; using the same tehnique it is possible to prove that for everyT 2 Th suh that " � hT�2Tkf + "�uk �  � rukk2L2(T ) + "�1=2�Tk"[ruk � n℄k2L2(�T\
)� "ju� ukj2H1(N (T )) + ku� ukk2L2(N (T )): (40)Then in ritial regions (where boundary layers our and then the meshis very re�ned) the sum of (29) and (36) gives an optimal estimate for"ju� ukj2H1(
) + ku� ukk2L2(
).In the following theorem we prove a new optimality estimate that holdstrue in any regimes and on the entire domain. In some sense it \explains"how the error is measured via the numerial residual (of the kind of the oneonsidered here and in many other papers).Theorem 4. Assume (11) and (12) hold true; let u be the solution of (2)and let uk be as in Proposition 1. Then"ju� ukjH1(
) + k � r(u� uk)kH�1(
)'  XT2Th h2Tkf + "�uk �  � rukk2L2(T ) + hTk"[ruk � n℄k2L2(�T\
)!1=2:(41)Proof. We onsider separately the two inequalities summarized by (41):�rst member � seond member (42)seond member � �rst member: (43)Note that (42) is a simple onsequene of (36) and (38) beause, byde�nition, �T � "�1=2hT and �T � hT , 8T 2 Th. In order to prove (43)we de�ne some auxiliary funtions. Let r1 2 L2(
) de�ned on eah elementT 2 Th by r1 := h2T  N+1Yi=1 �i;T! (f + "�uk �  � ruk) in T;where, as usual, �i;T (for i = 1; : : : ; N+1) refers to the baryentri oordinatein T related to its i-th (N � 1)-fae Ei 2 �T , i.e. the only linear funtionnull on Ei and assuming unitary value on the opposite vertex. Note that wehave negleted in the de�nition of r1 the distributional part of the numerialresidual, loated on the element's boundary. This term omes in the funtionr2, de�ned for the moment only on the boundary of elements: we set r2 null11



on �
 and, for eah element T 2 Th and for eah of its (N � 1)-fae Ej (forj = 1; : : : ; N + 1) whih is not ontained on �
 we setr2 := hT;j0B�N+1Yi=1i6=j �i;T1CA ("[ruk � n℄) on Ej;where hT;j is the average value between hT and hT 0 and T 0 2 Th is theelement sharing Ej with T . Remember that the shape regularity of fThghimply hT ' hT 0. Note that the de�niton above is atually dependent only onthe (N � 1)-fae and not on the element (between the two adjaent). Notemoreover r2 is a ontinuous and pieewise polynomial funtion on eah �Tand then, using a onstrution like in Corollary 1 of [15℄ or the di�erent oneproposed in [20℄, we an extend r2 on the whole domain 
 withh1=2T jr2jH1(T ) + h�1=2T kr2kL2(T ) � kr2kL2(�T ) 8T 2 Th: (44)Standard saling arguments and the equivalene of norms on �nite di-mensional spae yield on eah element T the equivalenesh2Tkf + "�uk �  � rukk2L2(T )'(f + "�uk �  � ruk; r1)T'h�2T kr1k2L2(T ); (45)and hTk"[ruk � n℄k2L2(�T\
)'("[ruk � n℄; r2)�T\
'h�1T kr2k2L2(�T\
): (46)Then we get, using (45) and integrating by parts (note that there is noboundary terms beause r1 is null on eah �T )XT2Th h2Tkf + "�uk �  � rukk2L2(T )� XT2Th(f + "�uk �  � ruk; r1)T= a(u� uk; r1)� �"ju� ukjH1(
) + k � r(u� uk)kH�1(
)� jr1jH1(
): (47)
Reall that r1 is pieewise polynomial: a simple inverse inequality and again(45) yield jr1j2H1(
) � h�2T kr1k2L2(
)� XT2Th h2Tkf + "�uk �  � rukk2L2(T ): (48)12



Inserting (48) in (47) we obtain the �rst part of (43) XT2Th h2Tkf + "�uk �  � rukk2L2(T )!1=2� "ju� ukjH1(
) + k � r(u� uk)kH�1(
): (49)Using (46) and integration by parts we getXT2Th hTk"[ruk � n℄k2L2(�T\
)� 12 XT2Th("[ruk � n℄; r2)�T\
= a(u� uk; r2)� XT2Th(f + "�uk �  � ruk; r2)T= I + II: (50)
From (44) and (46) we getI � �"ju� ukjH1(
) + k � r(u� uk)kH�1(
)� jr2jH1(
)� �"ju� ukjH1(
) + k � r(u� uk)kH�1(
)�� XT2Th hTk"[ruk � n℄k2L2(�T\
)!1=2 : (51)Moreover, using (44), (46) and (49)II �  XT2Th h2Tkf + "�uk �  � rukk2L2(T )!1=2

� XT2Th h�2T kr2k2L2(T )!1=2� �"ju� ukjH1(
) + k � r(u� uk)kH�1(
)�� XT2Th hTk"[ruk � n℄k2L2(�T\
)!1=2 : (52)
In onlusion, from (50){(52) we obtain XT2Th hTk"[ruk � n℄k2L2(�T\
)!1=2� "ju� ukjH1(
) + k � r(u� uk)kH�1(
); (53)so (41) is proved. 13



5 Conlusion and extensionsWe have developed our analysis assuming some non stritly neessary hy-potheses. For example we may allow L to be a more general: " may bevariable (but stritly positive) as well as  may have a negative divergene,and it is possible (as in [20℄) to onsider non pieewise polynomial  and f .In the �rst member of (41) we an add a term like "1=2ku� ukkL2(
), theestimate holding true anyway.We derived a posteriori estimates whih an be used in the mesh re�ne-ment proedure. Although our analysis holds true for a general order ofelements k, the expliit dependene on k is not taken into onsideration.Anyway, for the moment, the proposed algorithms based on the RFB ap-proah allows us to use linear or quadrati elements only.Our optimality estimate (41) gives some insight into the way we measurethe error looking at the numerial residual of the kind proposed here.A Some stability estimatesIn this appendix we present results about the stability of the operator L�.Some of them are well known on a �xed domain; in the following the depen-dene on the domain (on its diameter Æ) is expliitly taken into aount.Proposition 3. Assume (11) and (12) hold true. Let ! be an open subsetof 
 with Æ := diam(!); let � 2 L2(!) and z 2 H10 (!) withL�z = �: (54)Then the following estimate holds truemax�("Æ�1)1=2; "Æ�1	 jzjH1(!) +max�Æ�1; "Æ�2	 kzkL2(!) � k�kL2(!): (55)Proof. We have to prove that"Æ�1jzjH1(!) + "Æ�2kzkL2(!) � k�kL2(!) when " > Æ; (56)"1=2Æ�1=2jzjH1(!) + Æ�1kzkL2(!) � k�kL2(!) when " � Æ: (57)Multiplying (54) by z, integrating over !, integrating by parts and usingthe Cauhy-Shwarz inequality we have"jzjH1(!) = (�; z)!� k�kL2(!)kzkL2(!): (58)We reall now the Poinar�e inequality: using our notationskzkL2(!) � ÆjzjH1(!); (59)then (58) and (59) give (56). 14



Suppose now " � Æ. We multiply (54) by ze�(x)=Æ (the positive onstant will be hosen below) and integrate over !. Then, integrating by parts weget Z! �(x)z(x)e�(x)=Æ dx ="Z! jrz(x)j2e�(x)=Æ dx+ "Z! rz(x) � r �e�(x)=Æ� z(x) dx� 12Z! (x) � r �z2(x)� e�(x)=Æ dx= I + II + III: (60)
Introduing the weighted normjjjvjjj2 := Z! v2(x)e�(x)=Æ dx;we have I = "jjjrzjjj2; (61)and, using (11) e (12), we haveIII = 12Z! (x) � r �e�(x)=Æ� z2(x) dx+ 12Z! div((x))e�(x)=Æz2(x) dx= 2ÆZ! (x) � r�(x) e�(x)=Æz2(x) dx� Æ jjjzjjj2:

(62)
On the other hand using the Cauhy-Shwarz inequality we have (remem-bering the assumption " � Æ)II � "Æ �supx2! jr�j� jjjrzjjjjjjzjjj� 1=2 �supx2! jr�j��"jjjrzjjj2 + Æ jjjzjjj2� : (63)Then, hoosing  small enough (dependent only on �, i.e. on ), we getI + III � I + II + III: (64)Returning to (60) and using the Cauhy-Shwarz inequality we infer"jjjrzjjj2 + Æ�1jjjzjjj2 � jjj�jjjjjjzjjj;15



hene "1=2Æ�1=2jjjrzjjj + Æ�1jjjzjjj � jjj�jjj: (65)We observe that minx2! �e�(x)=Æ	 ' maxx2! �e�(x)=Æ	 ; (66)so we an remove the weight from the norms in (65) to obtain (57).Proposition 4. Assume (11) and (12) hold true. Let ! be an open regular1 subset of 
 with Æ := diam(!); let � 2 H2(!) and z 2 H10 (!) withL�z = �"��: (67)Then the following estimate holds true"jzjH1(!) +max�("Æ�1)1=2; "Æ�1	 kzkL2(!) � "j�jH1(!): (68)Proof. We proeed similarly to the ase of Proposition 3. We have to showthat "jzjH1(!) + "Æ�1kzkL2(!) � "j�jH1(!) when " > Æ; (69)"jzjH1(!) + "1=2Æ�1=2kzkL2(!) � "j�jH1(!) when " � Æ: (70)To proof (69) simply multiply (67) by z and integrate by parts, obtaining"jzj2H1(!) � "j�jH1(!)jzjH1(!);hene "jzjH1(!) � "j�jH1(!);then, using (59), we get "Æ�1kzkL2(!) � "j�jH1(!): (71)Suppose now " � Æ; proeeding as in (60){(64) we get (for a suitablevalue of ) "jjjrzjjj2 + Æ�1jjjzjjj2 � �"Z! ��(x)z(x)e�(x)=Æ dx: (72)Using again integration by parts and the Cauhy-Shwarz formulas, we obtain�"Z! ��(x)z(x)e�(x)=Æ dx = "Z! r�(x) � rz(x) e�(x)=Æ dx+ "Æ Z! r�(x) � r�(x) z(x)e�(x)=Æ dx� �"1=2jjjr�jjjL2(!)� �"1=2jjjrzjjjL2(!)�+ �"1=2jjjr�jjjL2(!)� �Æ�1=2jjjzjjjL2(!)� : (73)
Now ollet (72), (73) and (66) to infer (70).1regular means that the ellipti regularity properties hold true; C2 or onvex polygonalis enough. 16



The last result is quite simple to prove but nevertheless interesting: itallows a strong estimate on the solution z of (74) (note in (75) the H1-normterm without any saling on ").Proposition 5. Assume (11) and (12) hold true. Let ! be an open regularsubset of 
; let � 2 H10 (!) and z 2 H10 (!) withL�z = � � r�: (74)Then the following estimate holds true"jzjH2(!) + jzjH1(!) � j�jH1(!): (75)Proof. We multiply (74) by z� � and integrate over !. After integration byparts we get"Z! rz(x) � r(z(x)� �(x)) dx = Z! (x) � r�(z(x)� �(x))22 � dx= � 12Z! div((x))(z(x)� �(x))2 dx= 0:Hene, using the Cauhy-Shwarz inequality, we obtain"jzj2H1(!) = "(rz;r�)!� "jzjH1(!)j�jH1(!);that is jzjH1(!) � j�jH1(!): (76)Using (67), (76) and the ellipti regularity property we obtain"jzjH2(!) � "k�zkL2(!)= k � r(z � �)kL2(!)� j�jH1(!);that onludes the proof.Referenes[1℄ F. Brezzi, L.P. Frana, A. Russo, Further onsiderations on resid-ual free bubbles for advetive-di�usive equations, Comp. Meth. Appl.Meh. Engrg. 166:25{33, 1998.[2℄ F. Brezzi, D. Marini, A. Russo, Appliations of the pseudoresidual-free bubbles to the stabilization of onvetion-di�usion problems,Comp. Meth. Appl. Meh. Engrg. 166:51{64, 1998.17
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